HSBC Life
Savings Protector II
Commitment is staying true to your goals for the future.

Some commitments
you can’t just shake on.
When life evolves in unexpected ways, you want the assurance that the goals you work so hard for
to fulfil are not just protected.
Seal your commitments with HSBC Life Savings Protector II to accumulate your savings with
capital guarantee and flexibility to tailor to your needs.

HSBC Life Savings Protector II

How the plan works

A savings plan that is designed to help you seal your financial goals or commitments to your family with
a higher protection cover. It guarantees your ‘capital' at the end of the policy term with the potential to
enjoy a higher payout through non-guaranteed bonuses on maturity.

Scenario

Key Benefits

Mr Tan (age 45, non-smoker), is planning to retire in 10 years’ time with a retirement nest egg
worth around S$1,000,000.

The breakdown of the total payout that Mr Tan will receive will be as follows:

HSBC Life Savings Protector II offers flexible and higher protection coverage in various ways.

Plan

Protect your commitments
Enjoy a higher protection coverage to protect financial goals such as planning for a comfortable
retirement or your children's education.

HSBC Life
Savings
Protector II

Guaranteed regardless of market forces
A plan that guarantees your capital1 at the end of the policy term even during a market
downturn with the potential to earn higher payouts through non-guaranteed reversionary2 and
terminal bonuses3 on maturity.

Total
premium
paid over
3 years

Guaranteed
payout on
Maturity

S$814,003

S$814,810

Illustrated Total Returns4 on Maturity

Guaranteed
Death Benefit
in Year 1

4.25% p.a.

3.00% p.a.

S$1,000,000

S$903,701

S$937,031

Yield 1.17%

Minimum 115% of the
guaranteed maturity
benefit from the
beginning of the policy

Yield 2.31%

Flexibility to meet your goals
Choice of premium payment terms of 3 or 5 years to suit your financial situation.

1

Capital is protected at maturity through the guaranteed maturity benefits upon policy expiry without any claims.

2

Reversionary bonuses are not guaranteed but once declared, it forms part of the guaranteed benefits of your policy.

3

Terminal bonuses are not guaranteed and may be payable at the end of policy year 5.

4

Total Returns, includes both guaranteed and non-guaranteed values. Scenarios are for illustrations purpose only.

We are HSBC Life.
We don’t just underwrite policies,
we support the promises you
make to your loved ones.

Who are we?
We are backed by, and part of, the HSBC Group. This means that our commitment to you is secured
by the Group’s formidable financial resources and infrastructure, built on a foundation of over 150
years of experience in finance, international services and in building trusted, lasting relationships.
What do we stand for?
Our purpose is to help you keep the promises you make to yourself, to the people you love and to
those who depend upon you. We do this through well thought-out insurance solutions. So whether
these promises are to protect the things you already have, to invest in the life you want or to look
after your loved ones, they are the kinds of promises that matter – the kinds you want to keep,
come what may.

Our Financial Strength
We are now a Tier-1 insurer with close
to S$10 billion in financial assets as at
31 December 2020.

Awarded the Gold & Star Excellent
Service Award by EXSA from
2017 to 2020.

A+ rating by Standard & Poor’s
as at 14 January 2021.

176% Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR)
as at 31 December 2020.

Promise yourself a life of fulfilment with HSBC Life.
Speak to our authorised distributors or visit
www.insurance.hsbc.com.sg
to find out more.
For enquiries, please call (65) 6225 6111.

Important notes
HSBC Life Savings Protector II is underwritten by HSBC Insurance (Singapore) Pte. Limited
(Reg. No. 195400150N).
This brochure contains only general information and does not have regard to the specific investment
objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person. This is not a contract of
insurance and is not intended as an offer or recommendation to buy the product. A copy of the product
summary may be obtained from our authorised product distributors. You should read the product summary
before deciding whether to purchase the product. You may wish to seek advice from a financial adviser
before making a commitment to purchase the product. In the event that you choose not to seek advice
from a financial adviser, you should consider whether the product in question is suitable for you.
Please refer to the policy contract for the exact terms and conditions, specific details and exclusion of
this product. As buying a life insurance policy is a long-term commitment, an early termination of the
policy usually incurs high cost and the surrender value, if any, that is payable to you may be zero or less
than the total premiums paid. It is also detrimental to replace an existing life insurance policy with a new
one as the new policy may cost more or have fewer benefits at the same cost.
This policy is protected under the Policy Owners Protection Scheme which is administered by the
Singapore Deposit Insurance Corporation (SDIC). Coverage for your policy is automatic and no further
action is required from you. For more information on the types of benefits that are covered under the
scheme as well as the limits of coverage, where applicable, please contact us or visit the LIA or SDIC
websites (www.lia.org.sg or www.sdic.org.sg).
Information is correct as at 28 June 2021. This advertisement has not been reviewed by the Monetary
Authority of Singapore.

